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Fastboot secure boot android

Flash all sections of the update .zip the package. Fastboot update zip flash all sections of $ANDROID_PRODUCT_OUT. On A/B devices, the flashhole is set to be active. Secondary images may flash to an inactive slot. Fastboot flashall flash a specific section, using the image of $ANDROID_PRODUCT_OUT if the file name is not given. Fastboot flash section [FILENAME] basics of
the hardware list in boot loader (-l: with device paths). Fastboot [-L] devices display a specific variable loader takeoff. fastboot getvar [NAME] fastboot getvar version fastboot fastboot getvar version-bootboot getvar version-baseband fastboot getvar version-cpld fastboot getvar version-microp fastboot getvar version-mainboot getvar version-fastboot fastboot fastgetvar serialboot fastboot
getvarme iboot fastboot Boot getvar meid fastboot getvar product fastboot getvar fastboot platform getvar modeled fastboot getvar cidnum fastboot getvar battery case fastboot getvar battery voltage getvar split layout fastboot getvar fastboot getvar build- fastboot getvar mode boot boot fastboot getvar gencheckpt restart device. Fastboot restart [bootloader] lock/unlock/unlock partitions
for fastboot flashing lock |unlock lock/open 'critical' bootloader partitions. Fastboot flashing lock_critical|unlock_critical check whether unlocking is allowed (1) or not. Fastboot flashing get_unlock_ability advanced flash section eraser. Fastboot erase split flash partition format. Fastboot format [: FS_TYPE [: SIZE] active slot mapping section. Fastboot set_active the SLOT command to
perform oem. fastboot OEM [COMMAND...] fastboot OEM get bootinfo fastboot oem writecid oem writecid oem writeimei fastboot oem get_identifier_token fastboot oem open-go fastboot oem lock fastboot oem device-info preflash fastboot oem enabled-charger-fast screen Boot OEM disabled-charger-screen fastboot OEM off-mode-charge fastboot oem select-display-board fastboot
oem boot boot fastboot oem getvar fastboot oem mmcinfo fastboot oem fastboot oem secure or disable install GSI wipe wipe (fastbootd only). Fastboot gsi scan|disable super partition scan. This will reset them to contain an empty set of virtual dynamic partitions. Fastboot super scan [SUPER_EMPTY] on devices that support snapshot-based updates, and cancel ongoing updates. This
device may make it unbootable until it is reflashed. Fastboot the update is a cancellation on devices that support snapshot-based updates, completing an update in progress if it is in the merge phase. Fastboot snapshot update integrate scintimage boot load and boot kernel of RAM. Fastboot boot kernel [RAMDISK [second] create and flash boot image on it. 0x100000000). Fastboot Offset the kernel of the RamDisk offset group (default: 0x0100000). Fastbot -ramdisk-offset set offset tags (default: 0x0000000100). fastboot-tags-offset dtb offset group (default: 0x0111000000). Fastboot -dtb-offset set flash page size (default: 2048). Fastboot - Bytes size page set the boot image header version. fastboot - version version header set boot version of the image operating
system (default: 0.0.0). Fastboot -OS-Major version [. Minor [. PATCH] Set the level of operating system security correction for the boot image. Fastboot-os-patch-level YYYY-MM-DD Android objects sends a specific file to the stage for the next command. The fastboot stage IN_FILE writes the data that was run by the last command to a file. fastboot get_staged OUT_FILE options to
clear user data. fastboot-w select a USB device. Fastboot-s SERIAL select a network device. fastboot-s tcp|udp:HOST[:P ORT] breaking into scattered files no bigger than SIZE. fastboot -S SIZE [K| M|G] Enforcing a flash operation may be unsafe. Fastboot -- The power to use SLOT; Fastboot - Active slot set before restart. fastboot - Active group [=SLOT] no secondary flash slots in
flashall/update. Fastboot - Skip secondary does not restart the device after blinking. fastboot - skip reboot disabled sets - verity when flashing vbmeta. fastboot-disable-verity sets disable verification when flashing vbmeta. fastboot - Disable verification enabling file-based encryption, scanning user data. Fastboot - Clear and use fbe no buffer or output inputs. Fastboot - unbuffered
lengthy output. Fastboot - lengthy, -v version view. Fastboot - Version show this message. fastboot -help, -h fastboot protocol is a mechanism for communicating with campaigns via USB or Ethernet. It is designed to be very clear to its implementation, to allow its use across a wide range of devices and from hosts who use Linux, macOS or Windows.Basic RequirementsUSBTwo bulk
endpoints (in, out) the required package size must be 64 bytes for full speed, 512 bytes for high speed and 1024 bytes for Super Speed USB. The protocol is fully driven and synchronous host (unlike multi-channel, two-way, asynchronous ADB protocol) tCP or UDPDevice must be accessible via IP. The device will serve as a server, fastboot will be the client. Fastboot data is
encapsulated in a simple protocol; See below for details. Transport and FramingHost sends an order, which is a series ascii in one package no more than 64 bytes. The client's response with one package is no more than 64 bytes. The first four bytes of response are well or failed, data or INFO. The remaining 60 bytes may contain an information message (ascii). It has to be displayed
and Step #2 repeatb. Fail-&gt; the required command failed. The remaining 60 bytes of response (if it exists) provide a failed text message to submit to the user. Stop.c. &gt; Okay - the order successfully required. Go to #5d. DATA-&gt; The required command is ready for the data phase. The DATA response package will be 12 bytes long in the DATA form, where the decimal number 8
represents the total data volume to a transfer. Data phase. Depending on the order, the host or customer will send the amount of data indicated. Short packets are always accepted and zero-length packages are ignored. This phase continues until the customer sends or receives the number of bytes indicated in the DATA response above. The client responds with one package of no
more than 64 bytes. The first four bytes of response are well or failed or INFO. Similar #2:a. INFO-gt; View the remaining 60 bytes and return to #4b. Stop.c. Go to #5Success. Stop.Example SessionHost: getvar:version request variable client version: OKAY0.4 return version 0.4 host: getvar:nonexistant request some variable client undefined: FAILUnknown variable failget failed getvar
failure; See getvar details below host: download:00001234 request to send 0x1234 bytes of customer data: DATA000001234 ready to accept host data: &lt; 0x1234 bytes &gt; Send client data: Well success host: Flash: Bootloader request flash data to client loader take-off: INFOerasing flash refers to status / progress flash well refers to the success of the host: powerdown send client
Command: FAILunknown command indicates the failure of command reference command commands referred to by printf-style escape commands.Commands are ascii strings and sent without quotation marks (which are for clarification only here) and without 0 extra bytes are reserved for these specifications. OEM commands should not start with a small character, to prevent
incompatibility with future specifications. The various commands currently known are: getvar:%s variable reading configuration/version of the boot loader. The contents of the variable will be returned after the OKAY response. If the variable is unknown, the boot-boot tool should return the FAIL response, optionally with an error message. Earlier versions of this document indicate that
getvar must return an empty OKAY response to unknown variables, so older devices may display this behavior, but you should return new FAIL applications instead. Download:%08x write data to memory that will be used later by boot, ramdisk, flash, etc. The client will respond with 08x% data if it has enough space in RAM or FAIL if it is not. The size of the download is remembered.
Download reading data from memory It is organized by the last command, for example oem command. The client will respond with DATA%08x if it is ready to send %08 x bytes of data. If any data is suspended in the last order, the client must respond with FAIL. After the client successfully sends %08 x bytes, the client must send one package starting from ok. Customers should not
support download ing unless it supports an OEM command that requires download capabilities. Flash:%s type the previously downloaded image to the named section (if possible). Clear:%S scan the indicated section (scan to 0xFFs) boot data preloaded is boot.img and should boot.img according to the normal procedure of boot.img continue to boot as usual (if possible) restart the
device. Restart boot boot restart supplant back to boot loader. Useful for upgrades that require upgrading the boot loader and then upgrading other sections using the new boot loader. Client variablesThe getvar:%s command is used to read client variables that represent different information about the device and the programs on it. The different names currently known are: the version
of the FastBoot protocol supported. It must be 0.4 for this document. Version-bootloader series version for Bootloader. Version - The basic range version series of product name basic product product serial product serial number serial number secure if the value is yes, this is a safe takeoff loader requiring signature before you install or boot images. If the value is userspace yes, the
device works fastbootd. Otherwise, it is run fastboot in the boot loader. Names that start with a small letter are booked by these specifications. OEM names should not start with small characters. Logical sections There are a number of commands to interact with logical sections: Update-Super:%s:%s pre-loaded image writing to super partition. Unlike the flash command, this has its
own rules. The image must have been created by the lpmake command, and it should not be a scattered image. If the last argument is cleared, then all existing logical sections are deleted. If a final argument is not selected, the section tables are merged. Any section in the new image that is not in the old image is created in size zero. In all cases, this temporary scratch partition will
delete if it exists. Create a logical partition-:%s:%d create a logical section by the given name and size, in the supersection. Delete -Logical Section:%S Delete a logical section by given name. Resizing - Logical section:%s:%d resize the named logical section. Additionally, there is a variable to test whether a section makes sense: it-makes sense:%s if the value is yes, the section is
logical. Otherwise, the section is actual. TCP v1 TCP protocol designed A simple way to use fastboot protocol via Ethernet is if USB is not available. The device will open the TCP server on port 5554 and wait for a fastboot client to connect. Shaking hands when you call, both sides will send a 4-byte handshake message to make sure they speak the same protocol. This consists of
ASCII FB characters followed by the ASCII version number 10 10 Basic 2. For example, the confirmation message will be version 1 [FB01]. If either side detects a damaged handshake confirmation message, the connection must be disconnected. The version of the protocol to be used must be the minimum versions sent from each side; Fastboot data, the fastboot data will be sent as
follows: [data_size] [data] where data_size is a large binary value endian 8 bytes unsigned, and the data is a fastboot package. The 8-byte length is intended to provide future audits although the fastboot packets currently have a maximum length of 4 bytes. Examples in this example ask the device's fastboot host for two variables, version and none. Host &lt;connect to= the = device =
on = port = 5555 =&gt;host FB01 host FB01 [0x00] [0x00]0x00[0x00]0x00[0x00] [0x00] 0x00) [0x00] [0x00[0x00][0x00]0x00[0x00]0 A50.4]0x00[0x00]0x00[0x00] 0x000] 0x000] [0x00] [0x00] [0x00] [0x00] [0x0B] getvar: None device [0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00][0x00]0x00 FailUnknown variable UDP host protocol &lt;disconnect&gt;v1U
Protocol UDP performer is more complex than TCP since we must implement reliability to ensure no packages are lost but the general concept of fastboot wrap is the same. Overview: As with TCP, the device will be listened to on the UDP 5554.Maximum port the size of the UDP package will be negotiated during the configuration. The host pays all connections; The device may send
a package as a response to a host package only. If the host does not receive a response in 500ms, it will be retransmitted. UDP+----------+----+-------+-------+-------------------- + | Byte # | 0 | 1 | 2 - 3 | 4+ | +----------+----+-------+-------+--------------------+ | Contents | Identity | Flags | The SEQ # | Data | +---------- +---- +------- +------- +--------------------+ ID: 0x00: Error. 0x01: Query. 0x02: Configuration.
0x03: Fastboot. Package types are described in more detail below. Tags packets: 0 0 0 0 0 0 C=1 indicates a follow-up package; The data is very large and will continue in the next package. The remaining bits are reserved for future use and must be set to 0. The packet sequence number is 2 bytes (large endian) #2 bytes. The host will increase this by 1 with each new package, and
the device must provide the corresponding sequence number in the response packages. Data packets are not present in all packages. Types PacketQuery sends the host a query package once you start to sync with the device. The host won't know the sequence. &lt;/connect&gt; &lt;/connect&gt; Therefore, the device must respond to all query packages regardless of the sequence
number. The response data field must have a large 2-endian byte value giving the next expected sequence number. Init sends the host init package as soon as the query response returns. The device must abort any process in progress and prepare for a new fastboot session. This message is intended to allow it to be restored if an earlier session fails, for example because of a
network or Ctrl+C user error. The data field has two large endian values of endian version of protocol and the maximum size of the UDP package (including a header of 4 bytes). Both the host and the device will send these values, and in each case you must use the minimum sent values. Fastboot these packets wrap the fastboot protocol. To type, the host will send a package with
fastboot data, the device will respond with an empty package as ACK. The device may not give any data in the ACK package. The data field must have an ASCII series describing the error. This is the only case in which a device is allowed to return a package ID other than that sent by the host. The size of the package the maximum package size was negotiated by the host and the
device in the Init package. Devices must support packages that contain at least 512 bytes, but the size of the package is directly related to the download speed, so devices are strongly suggested to support packages of at least 1024 bytes. On a local network with 0.5ms back and forth time this will save transfer rates ~2MB/s. More wi-fi is likely to be much less. Query and configuration
packages, which are sent before the volume negotiation is complete, must be 512 bytes or less. Resending the host package will resend any package that does not receive a response. The exact requirements of one device response package for each host package are how to achieve reliability and delivery in order of packages. For the simplicity of implementation, there is no window
of multiple unrecognized packages in this version of the protocol. The host will continue to send the same package until a response is received. The window placement function may be performed in future releases if necessary to increase performance. The first query package will try only a few times, but subsequent packets will try to resend for at least one minute before giving up. This
means that the device may safely ignore host UDP packages for up to one minute during long operations, such as typing to flash. The packet continues to set the follow-up mark to indicate that the data is incomplete. Large data such as uploading an image may require many follow-up packages. The recipient must respond to a follow-up package with an empty package to recognize
See examples below. Summaryhost starts with a query package and then a configuration package and then only Fastboot packets are sent. Fastboot packages may contain data from the host to write, or from the device to read, but not both. If the next expected sequence number is S and a package received P, the behavior of the device must be: If P is a query package: * Respond
with a query package with S in another data field if P has a sequence ==S: * Process P: * Take any action required * Create an R response package with the same P ID sequence, contain any required response data. * Move R and save it in case of retransmission * Increase another S if P has a sequence ===S-1: * Resend a saved R response package from above post: * Ignore
package examples in the examples below, S indicates the client start sequence number. Client host = [configuration, S = 0x55AA] [Host: Version 1, 2048-2048-2048-= [configuration, S = 0x55AA] [Host: Version 1, 2048- Packets Bytes. Customer: Version 2, 1024 bytes.] [Resulting values to use: version = 1, maximum package size = 1024] ID Flag SeqH SeqL Data ID Flag SeqH SeqL
Data ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 0x01 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x01 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x55 0xAA 0x02 0x00 0x55 0xAA 0x00 0x01 0x08 0x00 0x02 0x00 0x55 0xAA 0x00 0x02 0x04 0x00 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- [fastboot getvar commands, S = 0x0001] ID Flags SeqH SeqL Data ID Flags SeqH SeqL Data -------------------------------------------------------------------- 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x01 getvar:version 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x01 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x02 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x02 OKAY0.4 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x03 getvar:none 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x03 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x04 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x04 FAILUnknown var ---------------------------------------------------------------------- [fastboot INFO responses, S = 0x0000] ID Flags SeqH SeqL Data ID Flags SeqH SeqL Data
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 &lt;command&gt;0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x01 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x01 INFOWait1 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x02 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x02 INFOWait2 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x03 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x03 OKAY ---------------------------------------------------------------------- [Chunking 2100 bytes of data , max packet size = 1024, S =
0xFFFF] ID Flag SeqH SeqL Data ID Flag SeqH SeqL Data ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 0x03 0x00 0xFF 0xFF download:0000834 0x03 0x00 0xFF 0xFF 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 DATA0000834 0x03 0x01 0x00 0x01 &lt;1020 bytes=&gt;0x03 0x00 0x00 0x01 0x03 0x01 0x00 0x02 &lt;1020 bytes=&gt;0x03 0x00 0x00 0x02 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x03
&lt;60 bytes=&gt;0x03 0x00 0x00 0x03 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x04 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x04 OKAY ---------------------------------------------------------------------- [Unknown ID error, S = 0x0000] ID Flags SeqH SeqL&lt;/60&gt; &lt;/1020&gt; &lt;/1020&gt; &lt;/command&gt;ID Flags SeqH SeqL Data ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 0x10 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 &lt;error
message=&gt; ---------------------------------------------------------------------- [Host packet loss and retransmission, S = 0x0000] ID Flags SeqH SeqL Data ID Flags SeqH SeqL Data ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 getvar:version [lost] 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 getvar:version [lost] 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 getvar:version 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x01
0x03 0x00 0x00 0x01 OKAY0.4 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- [Client packet loss and retransmission, S = 0x0000] ID Flags SeqH SeqL Data ID Flags SeqH SeqL Data ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 getvar:version 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 [lost] 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 getvar:version 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 [lost] 0x03 0x00 0x00
0x00 getvar:version 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x01 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x01 OKAY0.4 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- [Host packet delayed ، S = 0x0000]  ﻋﻼﻣﺎت ﻣﻌﺮف ﻣﻌﺮفSeqH SeqL  ﺑﻴﺎﻧﺎتSeqH SeqL ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 getvar :version [0 [ﺗﺄﺧﺮx03 0x00 0x00 0x00 getvar: Version 0x03 0x 0x
0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x01 0x03 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 getvar: [ ﺗﻢ ﺗﺠﺎﻫﻞ[ ﺗﻢ ﺗﺠﺎﻫﻞ،  اﻟﻘﺪﻳﻢ#& ]ﻳﺼﻞ ﻓﻲ وﻗﺖ ﻣﺘﺄﺧﺮ ﻣﻊ ﻣﻘﺐlt;/error&gt;
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